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Aardema, Vera, tr. The Riddle of the Drum: A Tale from Tizapan, Mexico; illus. by Tony
Chen. Four Winds, 1979. 78-23791. ISBN 0-590-07489-X. 25p. $7.95.
A traditional Mexican folktale is illustrated with paintings that alternate color and
R black and white on sets of facing pages, and that are distinctive for their bright colors
K-3 and clean lines; the pictures incorporate splendid floral and costume details, although
there's an odd mix of contemporary and pre-Columbian clothing. A king of Tizapan
sends out a crier with a drum to announce that anyone who can guess what kind of
leather the drumhead consists of may marry his lovely daughter Fruela. A handsome
prince engages a series of people he encounters with a promise of reward if each will
help him win the princess; each person has (as in Fool of the World and the Flying
Ship and similar European variants) a special, magical talent. They help the prince
solve the riddle and perform the two other tasks set by the king. The tale is retold in a
brisk conversational style and includes many devices of the oral tradition: magic, the
three tasks, verse, cumulation, the quest, and the winning of a princess; it is a good
choice for storytelling or for reading aloud.
Anno, Mitsumasa. The King's Flower; written and illus. by Mitsumasa Anno. Collins,
1979. 78-9596. Trade ed. ISBN 0-529-05458-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-529-05459-0. 29p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.91.
Anno has used sizes and shapes wittily in earlier books; here he makes size the
R focus of a story about a foolish king who wants everything he possesses to be the
K-3 biggest in the world. It's true that his huge crown is uncomfortable, that he has
trouble using a knife and fork bigger than he is, and that he has to go outdoors to
nibble on the biggest chocolate bar in existence-but he's undaunted in his idiocy
until he has tried and failed to grow the world's biggest flower in the world's biggest
pot. The pot is huge, but the tulip that grows there is just a tulip; however, it is
beautiful, and the king bows to nature and admits that he can't do everything and that
perhaps it's just as well he can't. There is food for thought here, although not all
children will respond to the provocative hints. They will undoubtedly all enjoy the
nonsense of Anno's concept, the humor of the pictures, and the exquisite details of
the precisely drawn and handsomely composed pages.
Asch, Frank. Sand Cake; written and illus. by Frank Asch. Parents' Magazine, 1979. 78-
11183. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8193-0985-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-8193-0986-9. 28p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
Bright, solid colors are used to illustrate a story in which a small bear matches his
R father's imaginative play. Restless while his parents are sunning at the beach, Baby
3-5 Bear offers to make a cake if his father will eat it. Yes, he will, if his offspring will use
yrs. milk, eggs, and flour. No way. Yes, there is, says Papa Bear, and he draws eggs,
wheat, and a cow in the sand. Baby Bear looks at the resultant sand cake with no
[1]
appetite, then draws a picture of himself around it. "Here I am, and I have eaten the
cake. See it in my stomach?" Happy to be outwitted, Papa Bear hugs his child, and
they both move with alacrity to the real cake that Mama Bear brings out of the picnic
basket. The pictures can help the small child understand the joke, and the book has a
cozy happy-family feeling.
Avi. Night Journeys. Pantheon, 1979. 78-10151. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84116-6; Library ed.
ISBN 0-394-94116-0. 143p. Trade. ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99 net.
Set in Pennsylvania in 1767, a story of the escape of two young indentured ser-
Ad vants is told by Peter, an orphan who has been taken in by Everett Shinn, a stern,
5-6 quiet Quaker who is Justice of the Peace in his rural community. Helping hunt the
runaways, Peter is alone when he finds one of them, eleven-year-old Elizabeth. He
leaves her hidden on a river island and, when the second runaway is caught and
proves to be even younger than the first, Peter decides he will help both of them
escape. He has not been aware of the conflict felt by Shinn, obliged to do his duty
because of his office but torn because of his beliefs as a Friend. Peter organizes a
night escape, gives the children his only possession, his horse, and decides he will go
back to Shinn. Thus he learns, when his mentor says that he had known what Peter
was doing and that it was the right thing to do, that Shinn is a man who lives by his
conscience-and they embrace, brothers in integrity of purpose. There is much that
is dramatic in the story, and the writing style is competent, but the book is weakened
by a slow pace and by the fact that there is little depth of characterization; there is
motivation, there is message, and there is action, but Peter and Shinn are superficial
figures.
Barton, Byron. Wheels; written and illus. by Byron Barton. T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 78-20541.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-03951-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-03952-2. 29p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
Bright pictures in tidy rectangles have big blocks of color and some resemblance to
R the awkward drawing of young children; each picture takes up most of a page, and a
3-5 line or two beneath each tells a running story of the development of the wheel, the
yrs. kinds of vehicles wheels have been used for (from prehistoric times to today) and the
broad variety of wheels today. The pictures give some ideas about clothing and
buildings through the ages, as well as vehicles, and the text concludes, "Now there
are billions and billions of wheels. People need wheels." The writing is simple, the
concepts elementary, and the book a useful and attractive introduction for very
young children.
Brooks, Jerome. The Big Dipper Marathon. Dutton, 1979. 78-12485. ISBN 0-525-26507-4.
134p. $7.95.
Horace, whose overprotective parents refuse to call him "Ace," is crippled by
Ad polio; his legs don't function and he's ashamed of his deformed hands. Chiefly, he's
7-9 tormented by the fact that his parents keep insisting he's fine, he can do anything-
but in fact, he's adopted some of their attitude. On a visit to a Chicago aunt and
uncle, whose son BC is Ace's age, Ace goes to an amusement park where he insists
on riding a rollercoaster and is terrified when, unable to assemble the braces that lock
his crutches (incorrectly pictured on the book's cover), he is trapped into staying on
the ride. BC's parents have made Ace feel more candid about admitting his lim-
itations, and Ace goes home able to face the fact that accepting oneself and one's
limitations doesn't equate with defeatism. Brooks is a discerning and compassionate
writer, but clear-eyed about Ace's problems; his characterization is sharp and,
although this is far from being a humorous story, his serious theme is lightened by a
pervasive sense of humor. The use of first person and present tense, and the in-
[2]
trospection of the protagonist create a story that is stylistically reminiscent of Ivan
Southall's work, a style that slows the pace of the story and that, while it permits
intimacy between character and reader, narrows the reader's perspective.
Butterworth, William E. Under the Influence. Four Winds, 1979. 78-22127. ISBN 0-590-
07465-2. 247p. $4.95.
The first time Allan Corelli meets Keith Stevens, he comes to Keith's aid when
R other members of the football team are fighting him, and they are both thrown off the
7-10 team. Keith lives alone with his widowed and wealthy mother, and they are new in
town. Allan, who tells the story, lives with his father, a widower, and with two older
brothers; all three men are policemen, with Mr. Corelli the Chief of Police. Allan
gradually realizes that his new friend does a good deal of drinking; he doesn't know
whether to tell anyone or try to help Keith alone. It's especially uncomfortable
because Chief Corelli and Mrs. Stevens are dating. Keith has an accident caused by
the drunken driver of another car, but Allan is sure that Keith, too, was drunk. Later
Keith's in another accident; the driver, a girl, is killed and he knows it is because she
drank to keep up with him and wasn't used to drinking that she crashed. He winds up
in a mental home. Sounds grim? Well, it has a serious message and the author makes
no bones about it being a message, but there are several facets of the story that keep
it from being obtrusively grim; there's a lot of bantering among the Corelli brothers, a
happy romance between Larry Corelli and his bride, and some nice handling of
dialogue, especially among the members of the close-knit Corelli household.
Caroselli, Remus F. The Mystery Cottage in Left Field. Putnam, 1979. 78-24368. ISBN 0-399-
20672-8. 140p. $7.95.
Jimmy looks back to 1929, when he was twelve, and describes the boys in his
Ad circle, some of whom were bullies who tried to pattern themselves on the gangsters of
5-7 that period. All of them wondered who the sweet old lady was; she lived in a house
next to the lot where they played baseball, she never left home-and yet she had
plenty of groceries-and never seemed to have visitors. And why was the librarian,
Miss Worthington, so interested in old Mrs. Giordano? And was that her real name?
There's plenty of action in the story, although the pace is uneven; characterization is
rather shallow; the writing style is adequate and the plot reads like a gangster movie
script. Mrs. Giordano, it seems, is living under an assumed name, her dear only son is
being vengefully hunted by mobsters (who trap Jimmy and some of his friends), and
the missing son turns up hiding in the chimneyplace at Miss Worthington's home,
since they are secretly married. Jimmy and another boy help catch the gangsters and
turn them over to the police.
Ceserani, Gian Paolo. Christopher Columbus; illus. by Piero Ventura. Random House, 1979.
77-86146. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-83907-2; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-93907-7. 29p.
Trade. ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
First published in Italy under the title II Viaggio di Colombo, this begins with a
Ad brief outline of Christopher Columbus' life and an explanation of the explorations of
4-6 the period and the search for a route to the Indies. The story is told in brief sections:
the departure, the three ships, the crew, the Sargasso Sea, life on board, a new world,
et cetera; some sections have a page of print, some only a sentence or two. The
information given is accurate but sketchy, the illustrations often giving more facts
than the text, as with the section about the ships, where a cutaway picture of the
Santa Maria shows parts of the ship and the cargo stored in the hold. The illustra-
tions are deft, detailed drawings reminiscent of the work of Peter Spier. The writing is
direct, the pictures intriguing; this has more visual appeal than most of the books
about the first voyage of Columbus.
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Chapman, Carol. Ig Lives in a Cave; illus. by Bruce Degen. Dutton, 1979. 78-12831. ISBN
0-525-32534-4. 56p. $5.95.
One of a new series of books for beginning independent readers, this has five very
Ad short stories about a cave boy. Basically the stories are realistic, save for the fact that
1-2 Ig has a conversation with a dinosaur (they squabble about sharing some berries); it
seems inconsistent that Ig never talks with his pet and constant companion, a feline.
There are anachronisms like the celebration of a birthday, and many anachronisms in
the illustrations, which are drawings in earth colors. The stories are simply written
and have to do with concepts that are universal: sharing, conquering jealousy (of a
new baby), thinking more of the love behind a gift than of the gift, reacting to danger
with fear and to safety with tearful relief.
Chorao, Kay. Molly's Lies; written and illus. by Kay Chorao. Seabury, 1979. 78-12383. ISBN
0-8164-3225-2. 29p. $7.50.
Soft pencil drawings illustrate a second story about Molly, now starting school and
Ad very nervous about the whole thing. She tries a few lies as stalling tactics ("My
4-6 clothes got lost.") but to no avail. In the elevator she and her mother meet a boy who,
yrs. with his mother, is also bound for a first day at school; the two children are hostile,
and Molly overhears the boy call her the fat girl. In school, just after she's told
another lie, he flatly tells her she's lying. Later, Molly comes to his rescue with some
lies about his bravery just at the point where other children are calling him a coward.
She and the boy, Joseph, have a talk and she learns that he doesn't want to lie
because people will know and will laugh at him. On the way home, Molly says
nobody believed her when she told the truth in school, maybe "because I USED to
tell soooo many lies," and she skips ahead to walk with her new friend Joseph. The
classroom setting has appeal, despite the unsympathetic depiction of the teacher, and
the familiarity of the self-protective fib should evoke a recognition reflex in most
children, but the story has a fragmentary quality rather than cohesion, and the ending
is weak.
Conford, Ellen. Anything for a Friend. Little, 1979. 78-27843. ISBN 0-316-15308-7. 180p.
$7.95.
Because of her father's job, Wallis had moved many times and had never made any
Ad close friends; now that her family had found out that there had been a murder in their
5-6 new house, Wallis was convinced that everyone at Briar Lane School would think
she was a weirdo. Nobody would like her, except Stafford (Stuffy) Sternwood, whom
she'd met on the street when she first moved in. Stuffy is a born con man, an
operator, and he arranges a seance-party for Wallis in the very room in which the
murder had taken place. Wallis is horrified when she learns that Stuffy had charged
admission, and she's surprised and delighted when most of her classmates become
friends after the party. In despair when she learns that the family is going to move
again, Wallis is mollified when Stuffy assures her that she will easily make new
friends, that everyone would have liked her even if there hadn't been a seance. There
are a few minor plot threads, but they are really tangential; for example, Stuffy
persuades Wallis to write love letters, signed by their teacher's name, to the least
liked girl in the class, a diversion that contributes little to the plot development. The
writing style is competent and there is humor in the dialogue, but the plot is slight and
seems overextended, and the end of the story has a flat quality.
Corbett, Scott. The Mysterious Zetabet; illus. by Jon McIntosh. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1979.
78-23243. ISBN 0-316-15730-9. 48p. $6.95.
While Corbett's story is basically a vehicle for wordplay, it is set within a fictional
framework that-if the reader can suspend disbelief-has plenty of action, challenge,
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R and suspense. Zachary Zwicker, told by his mother that he gets no food until he does
2-4 his homework, is bored and falls asleep to dream of entering Zyxland, where the
zetabet corresponds to our alphabet, which is taboo. The end of the conventional
alphabet's letters are used whenever possible, and it is forbidden to use words begin-
ning with "A." Zachary, to save himself from becoming a zombie, must answer
every passerby who questions him, and he soon learns that all the answers must
begin with "Z," or a letter close to it. (When in doubt, use substitutes: yewelry and
phlower shops, the planet Urth, yastrology, etc.) When Zachary refuses to eat
zwieback and zucchini, and-horrors!-says a word beginning with "A," he's given
one more chance . . . and he saves himself. And wakes up. Phrothy but phun.
Corcoran, Barbara. "Me and You and a Dog Named Blue." Atheneum, 1979. 78-13746. ISBN
0-689-30675-X. 179p. $7.95.
Fifteen-year-old Maggie meets CoCo when she impulsively goes for a quick drive
R in CoCo's Jaguar; picked up by the police, Maggie is grateful when CoCo not only
7-9 refuses to press charges but drives her home. Maggie's dream is to play pro baseball,
but she gladly accepts a job with CoCo, a wealthy and domineering woman who
raises dogs and who, Maggie later realizes, takes people in as though they were pets.
Maggie's widowed father begins dating CoCo, and Maggie is uncertain about her
priorities until CoCo, on slight evidence, accuses her of theft. In the end, she knows
who she is and where she's going. The characterization of CoCo and of Maggie's
self-pitying father are excellent, and the several plot threads are adroitly woven
together and are nicely balanced.
Dewey, Ariane, ad. The Fish Peri: a Turkish Folk Tale; ad. and illus. by Ariane Dewey.
Macmillan, 1979. 78-11723. ISBN 0-02-730100-1. 40p. $7.95.
A Turkish folk tale is retold in a simple but rather staccato style; the story of a
Ad young man who falls in love with a fish peri (who becomes a beautiful woman at night
K-2 and keeps that form when Ahmed burns her discarded scales) has many familiar
elements: the animal/human character, the series of seemingly impossible tasks (set
by a ruler who covets Ahmed's bride-to-be) and the accomplishment of those tasks
by a creature with magical powers. The illustrations, paintings with a strong sense of
design and color, are at times tightly composed and at times awkward in detail.
Edmonds, I. G. The Girls Who Talked to Ghosts: the Story of Katie and Margaretta Fox.
Holt, 1979. 78-14089. ISBN 0-03-042691-X. 160p. illus. $6.95.
In a not unduly fictionalized account of the Fox sisters who were the catalyst for
M the spiritualist movement, Edmonds provides an annotated list of sources and evalu-
6-8 ates the conflicting testimony but does not achieve objectivity. He says, for example,
when discussing the lost explorer Franklin, "One wonders why Margaretta, with her
ability to talk to spirits, could not have summoned this .. . spirit ... It would have
saved fruitless rescue attempts," and he states elsewhere, "Only certain gifted
people have the 'power,' body electricity, or whatever one chooses to call it, to act as
a battery for spirits to communicate. This gift gradually dies as one ages." The Fox
sisters, through whom spirits spoke by rapping, were lauded, reviled, imitated,
examined, and later in life were apparently unstable; Edmonds scrutinizes carefully
their statements (as adults) that the rappings were a hoax. Any book that has to do
with the occult or with psychic powers will appeal to many of today's readers, but
Edmonds limits that appeal by being repetitive both in the sorts of incidents de-
scribed and in the sorts of phrases used; for example, on page twelve one finds,
"Margaretta, more quiet than her lively sister.. ." and on page 15, "Margaretta was
a much quieter child than her lively little sister." An index, in very small print, is
included.
[5]
Farrar, Susan Clement. Samantha On Stage; illus. by Ruth Sanderson. Dial, 1979. 78-64958.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-7574-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-7577-6. 164p. $7.95.
Samantha knows she is the best dancer in her ballet class, and she's a bit jealous
Ad when Lizinkajoins the class; daughter of a new U.N. delegate, Lizinka has trained at
4-6 the Bolshoi Academy for Children. Sam is a sunny, friendly girl, however, and she
soon makes Lizinka her friend, although she wishes she could dance Clara in the
class recital; as an understudy, Sam has to step in when Lizinka hurts her ankle
before the final performance of Sleeping Beauty. The story of the girls' friendship and
of their growing understanding of each others' customs is pleasant but a bit static;
adequately written, the story has minimal characterization and so much ballet ter-
minology and so many detailed sequences of practice sessions (with a rather heavy
dose of information included) that its chief audience may well be the confirmed ballet
buff.
Feder, Paula Kurzband. Where Does the Teacher Live? illus. by Lillian Hoban. Dutton, 1979.
78-13157. ISBN 0-525-42586-1. 48p. $5.95.
Three enterprising members of Class 2-3, arguing about where Mrs. Greengrass,
R their teacher, lives, decide to play detective and watch her. One day she walks,
1-2 another she takes a bus, once she hails a cab, one day a friend picks her up. They are
baffled, and ask her; she tells them she lives on the West Side and gives the three a
ride home in her uncle's ice cream truck. Each lives in a different kind of building,
but none of them sees Mrs. Greengrass reach home. Last picture: Mrs. Greengrass
reading contentedly on the deck of her houseboat. Hoban's pictures have their usual
casual air, the text is simple and well-paced, the type is large and spaciously set, and
the ending should delight beginning independent readers.
Fine, Anne. The Summer-House Loon. T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 78-19515. ISBN 0-690-03933-6.
127p. $6.95.
First published in England, this is a story that encompasses only twenty-four
R hours, but it creates considerable change in the attitudes of adolescent lone, only
6-9 child of a widowed father who is blind and is a professor of history. The "loon" of the
title is one of the professor's students, Ned Hump, amiably nonconformist and
hopelessly in love with Caroline, the secretary who transcribes the professor's
Braille notes. When Ned happens on a gloomy lone brooding in the summer-house,
neither has any idea how much each will affect the other, for Ned's instantly so dear
to lone that she becomes more tender and thoughtful toward everyone, and it is in
part due to her intercession that Ned passes his final exam and wins an academic
post. The characters are distinctive, the plot and writing style sophisticated, and the
many affectionate digs at the foibles of academic life are one of the several amusing
aspects of the story.
Forman, James D. Freedom's Blood; illus. with photographs. Watts, 1979. 78-23265. ISBN
0-531-02866-6. 114p. $6.90.
In describing the tragic murders of three civil rights workers in Mississippi in 1964,
R Forman uses a considerable amount of fictionalization, especially in conveying the
7- thoughts of one of the three, Michael Schwerner, but he does this with such con-
sistency of attitude and such understanding of the man he is interpreting that his
improvisation seems wholly acceptable. It certainly can help the reader understand
the motivation that led Schwerner and other civil rights workers to continue their
efforts to organize black Mississippians for voter registration and to organize Free-
dom Schools even when they knew they would be persecuted and could be killed.
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With James Chaney and Andrew Goodman, Schwerner was shot down by a vigilante
group that included local lawmen and members of the KKK, this after a weekend of
persecution, the first weekend of "Freedom Summer." Forman's narrative is com-
pelling and compassionate, his account of events, if not of conversations and mus-
ings, based on fact. The account closes with a report on the investigation and trial
that ensued, and with a brief chapter evaluating the sacrifices of the three freedom
fighters and others like them in effecting those changes that have occurred in Mis-
sissippi and elsewhere in the Deep South since 1964. A list of suggested further
readings is provided.
Franco, Marjorie. So Who Hasn't Got Problems? Houghton, 1979. 78-31410. ISBN 0-395-
27814-7. 153p. $6.95.
Jennifer, thirteen, has problems and so do her friends; in fact, some of her prob-
Ad lems have to do with her friends. Myra is pretty and insecure, Dorothy is so unhappy
5-7 because her mother and stepfather fight that she wants to run away to be with her
father, and Jennifer is irritated by the patronizing behavior of Angela, who's just
moved into the neighborhood and claims to be rich. Jennifer's also jealous, because
Myra quickly becomes Angela's toady. Then she's furious because Myra, who had
invited her to go along on a trip, asks Angela to go instead. Then there's Eddie. Just
when they are beginning to share the joy of a first boy-girl relationship, he moves
away. No strong story line here, but the appeals of familiar situations and some
universal problems, a convincing maturation in Jennifer (buttressed by sage advice
from a mother and older sister) and a realistic conclusion. The writing style is light
and humorous, and the story is strong in its warm family relationships, friendship
values, and ethical concepts.
Gag, Wanda. The Sorcerer's Apprentice; illus. by Margot Tomes. Coward, 1979. 78-23990.
ISBN 0-698-20481-6. 27p. $6.95.
A newly illustrated edition of Gag's version of the folktale, which was based on the
R Grimm story and other sources, this small book has a macabre note that is nicely
3-5 echoed by the pictures (alternately in color and in black and white) which combine
eerie details with a sort of peasant scruffiness. While the vocabulary is fairly sophisti-
cated, the story of the shrewd apprentice who learns his evil master's magic, destroys
the sorcerer, and uses the magic for good, can be read with discretion to younger
children.
George, Jean Craighead. River Rats, Inc. Dutton, 1979. 78-12318. ISBN 0-525-38455-3. 136p.
$7.95.
Joe and Crowbar, just graduated from junior high, have undertaken a job: they are
Ad to place a burial urn at Lava Falls, a turbulent spot on the Colorado River, at dawn.
5-7 The job, arranged by Joe's Uncle Como, is on behalf of an elderly widow who is, she
says, carrying out her dead husband's wish. Since the boys have no permit, they are
traveling at night, hiding from patrols and campers. Their boat capsizes, and they are
on their own until they pick up an apparently mute, feral boy. What George has done
is set the stage for a boys-against-nature survival story, and both the exciting se-
quences of the trip down the Grand Canyon and the slower-paced but equally intri-
guing development of a microcosmic civilization are absorbing. What weakens the
book are the improbability of the mission, since it develops that Uncle Como is a
syndicate hireling and that the urn had contained a quarter of a million dollars, and
the pat solution of what to do with the feral boy, now called Walter, whom Joe and
Crowbar have taught to talk a bit.
[7]
Gerson, Corinne. Tread Softly. Dial, 1979. 78-72199. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-9058-9; Library
ed. ISBN 0-8037-9058-7. 133p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.45 net.
Ever since her parents had been killed in an accident, eleven-year-old Kitten had
Ad invented a family she talked to when she was in bed; she loved the grandparents with
4-6 whom she lived, but she yearned for young parents and for a baby sister. That was
why it just slipped out, when she met young Mrs. Folsom and her three-year-old
Tommy, that she had a younger sister. And that was how, when she went to work as
Tommy's baby-sitter, she was trapped in a lie. It was later in the summer, after she
had made a new friend who had betrayed her by lying, that Kitten was caught.
Eavesdropping, she heard an angry Mrs. Folsom arguing with her grandparents,
who stoutly defended her; not until then did Kitten realize how much her grandpar-
ents loved her or how well they understood her need for family love. Mrs. Folsom
had not tread softly on Kitten's dreams, but Kitten's wounded pride was helped
when her friend Lulu admitted that she had lied (to get a chance to be alone with a
boy) and was ready to admit it, valuing Kitten's friendship more than her amour-
propre. The story is told by Kitten, and told fairly convincingly, and the characteriza-
tion is adequate. Gerson's writing style is not even, faltering occasionally in pace or
giving too much emphasis to scenes or details that neither further the action nor
expand characterization, but she writes perceptively of a child's need for love and
security, and there is appeal to readers in the suspense created by Kitten's fear of
exposure.
Gipson, Frederick Benjamin. Curly and the Wild Boar; illus. by Ronald Himler. Harper, 1979.
77-25644. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022014-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022015-5. 89p.
Trade. ed. $5.95; Library ed. $6.49 net.
Although his father, Catfish, and his brother, Shinnery Red, have warned Curly
M that a wild boar is dangerous, Curly is determined to catch the boar that ruined his
6-7 melon patch and spoiled his chance of winning a prize at the county fair. Curly has
three fights with the boar, fights in which dogs, a horse, and a catamount participate.
And that's the story, served with a large helping of country-western corn. ". . . your
pore dead mama. . . Well, Curly's done agreed ... Curly had him a wild boar caught
.. Well, gosh dog!" There's a macho-with malice element in the relationship be-
tween the brothers; for example, Shinnery Red laughs until he cries while watching
his younger brother being attacked by the enraged boar, and when Curly-in a cold
rage-throws a stick of wood at Shinnery Red and causes him to be thrown from his
horse and into a cactus plant, Curly "grinned maliciously," saying, "I done it to
learn you a lesson" and trots off "with a jeering laugh."
Goldreich, Gloria. Lori. Holt, 1979. 78-14387. ISBN 0-03-044646-5. 181p. $6.95.
Lori, sixteen, has been suspended for a year from her progressive school because
R she'd been caught smoking pot. Reluctantly she accepts her grandfather's dictum:
7-10 she's to spend a year in Israel with the family of an old friend of his. Lori tells the
story convincingly, describing her new friends and new life; she is aware of her host's
prejudice against the Ethiopian Jew his daughter loves, of an Arab father's reluctance
to let his daughter accept a college scholarship, of the tensions between Arab and
Jew, but on the whole she appreciates the dedication and order of the Israelis she
knows. In love with one of them, she sadly accepts his counsel about going ahead
with their separate plans; the story ends with Lori back home, keeping in close touch
with him and other friends in Israel. The book is a bit crowded with characters, but it
is smoothly written and it is believable as the record of an adolescent in a new
environment; its strength lies in the fact that the author has focused on the pro-
tagonist's reactions and concerns rather than using the story--as is often the case-
as a vehicle for information about another culture.
[8]
Greene, Shep. The Boy Who Drank Too Much. Viking, 1979. 78-26370. ISBN 0-670-18381-4.
149p. $8.95.
Buff Saunders was one of the brightest new prospects for the hockey team, but he
Ad didn't really like the game. Too rough, too competitive. In a story told by another
7-9 team member who becomes Buff's friend (annoyingly, never named) it becomes
clear that it's Buff's father who is pushing his son to participate. It also becomes
clear that Buff, like his father, is drinking heavily, and when friend meets father he
learns that Mr. Saunders is an abusive bully. So when friend and his girl find Buff
unconscious, they take him to the home of a sympathetic older woman; Buff's father
follows; Buff confronts his father and runs away; friend follows and convinces Buff
to try a rehabilitation program. The story ends with no clarification of the father-son
relationship but with a description of a hockey game. The writing style and charac-
terization are adequate, the motivation and relationships are believable, but the
structure is uneven and the ending weak.
Hanlon, Emily. The Swing. Bradbury, 1979. 78-26400. ISBN 0-87888-146-8. 209p. $7.95.
Beth is eleven and deaf. She feels that the swing near her family's summer home is
Ad a dear and private possession, although she'd found it already put up in a tree that is
5-6 not on her parents' property. Danny, three years older, resents Beth's preempting
the swing; he too, thinks of it as his private place, and he needs a private place
because he so desperately is fighting the stepfather who keeps trying to be a real
father to him. The twined plots have to do with Danny's being persecuted by some
bullies and Beth's anguished concern for some wild bears; at the close of the story the
two become friends. The several aspects of the plot don't quite mesh, and although
Hanlon writes sympathetically of the problems of acceptance for children who are
different, this doesn't achieve the dramatic impact or the cohesion of her It's Too
Late for Sorry.
Hardendorff, Jeanne B. Libraries and How to Use Them; illus. with photographs. Watts, 1979.
78-12992. ISBN 0-531-02259-5. 61p. $5.45.
A former librarian and teacher of library science provides an explicit and well-
R organized text for the child who needs information on organization and use of library
4-6 materials; the book should also be useful for older readers for whom English is a
second language. First giving some historical background, Hardendorff devotes sep-
arate chapters to lucid explanations of the Decimal Classification System and the
Library of Congress Classification System, including enough about the rationale of
classification to make comprehension easier; she describes the catalog in some detail,
gives a brief explanation of borrowing procedures, and concludes with an overview
of type of reference books. A useful book, written with crisp authority, this includes
an index comprising terms printed in bold face in the text.
Kibbe, Pat. The Hocus-Pocus Dilemma; illus. by Dan Jones. Knopf, 1979. 78-9906. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-394-84058-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94058-X. 125p. Trade ed. $5.95; Li-
brary ed. $5.99 net.
B. J. tells an anecdotal story about events in the life of her family, using as a linking
M device her interest in parapsychology; convinced she has psychic powers, she sends
4-6 away for a crystal ball and makes astrologically-based predictions about events to
come. Sample chapters: her sister is in a school play and is dragged about comically
(and unintentionally) by a pig on a leash; the family cat accidentally starts a tape
recorder and leads the family to think there's a burglar in the house; a brother
accidentally starts a fire when he launches a model rocket, and so on. There's little
characterization, a repeated use of B. J.'s preoccupation with the occult that has only
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a tenuous connection with the plots of each chapter, and an almost slapstick humor.
Although the anecdotes are all family-based, no real sense of familial relationships
emerges.
Konigsburg, E. L. Throwing Shadows. Atheneum, 1979. 79-10422. ISBN 0-689-30714-4. 151p.
$8.95.
Once again Konigsburg demonstrates that her versatility in approach and concept
R is equalled by her consistency in polished writing and depth of perception. Each of
6-9 the five stories in this collection is told by a young person, and in each the protagonist
gains insight into his or her own character, although such knowledge emerges in
different ways. Each throws a shadow, and the shadows are distinct and unique.
Ned, in "On Shark's Tooth Beach," finds that he cannot find satisfaction in outwit-
ting a greedy collector, a pathetic old man; in the end he gives his avid rival a prize
specimen and knows for the first time his own capacity for compassion. In Avery's
story, "The Catchee," a natural victim of circumstance comes to a recognition of the
fact that his experiences of being a shy and quiet victim have had an annealing effect.
There's enough action to provide narrative flow, but the strength of the collection is
in the provocative depth of the stories.
Krahn, Fernando, illus. Robot-Bot-Bot. Dutton, 1979. 78-21959. ISBN 0-525-38545-2. 25p.
$5.95.
Black and white drawings, action-filled and in cartoon style, tell a story without
Ad words. The plot is clear if not substantial, and children should enjoy the humor in the
3-5 situation. Daddy brings home a small house-robot; it assiduously performs diverse
yrs. household tasks. While Daddy and Mum dance for joy, their curious child is in-
vestigating the robot's inner parts. Result, chaos: the robot knocks over furniture,
zooms through a window and dives into a garbage can. The trash collector finds it,
Daddy repairs it, and the last frame shows the little robot, mounted on a stool,
playing table tennis with the girl while her parents fondly look on.
Kruse, Max. The Day the Rooster Didn't Crow; illus. by Amrei Fechner. Methuen, 1979.
ISBN 0-458-93960-9. 20p. $7.95.
A British publisher's translation of the German original, Wenn der Hahn Nicht
Ad Kraht, this read-aloud story is set in the Greek countryside, where farmer Spiro's
K-3 rooster usually starts the day with his lusty crowing. One day he is listless and silent,
and Spiro is afraid the sun won't shine; he confers with the farmers east and west of
him, one of whom also has a rooster that has stopped crowing. They agree that this
chain reaction could go around the world and that then there would be no sun, since
the sun always rises when roosters crow. Spiro solves the problem by crowing at
dawn, alarming his instantly-jealous rooster. And the sun shines again. This tale is a
bit forced but quite nicely told; unfortunately on some pages the print is set against a
varicolored background and is difficult to read. The paintings of the mountainous
Grecian landscape are soft and romantic in the bucolic tradition, with misty blues,
greens, and lavender; the rooster is splendid, with flamboyant contrast of color in
minutely detailed plumage.
Le-Tan, Pierre. Happy Birthday Oliver! written and illus. by Pierre Le-Tan. Random House,
1979. 78-21762. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-83788-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-93788-0. 29p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
Save for the fact that the characters are animals, Oliver being a dog, this is a tepid
M story about a child's birthday, static in style and unoriginal in concept; there are no
K-2 gross weaknesses, but no notable strengths. Oliver is sad because nobody seems to
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remember that it's his birthday, but when he gets home from school he finds that his
parents have decorated the house for a party at which he gets many presents. The
illustrations are representational, tidy but dull, with the only lightness in an occa-
sional show of emotion in some of the animal's faces.
Levy, Elizabeth. The Tryouts; illus. by Jacquie Hann. Four Winds, 1979. 78-22125. ISBN
0-590-07487-3. 102p. $6.95.
Of all the boys on the school team, Matt was most uncomfortable when the coach
Ad announced that tryouts would be open to girls, for Matt knew that the decision had
4-6 been made by his father, the principal of the elementary school. Two girls, Donna
and Janet, made the team but Matt's friend Diggy didn't; the coach explained that
Diggy was too fat and lacked coordination, but the man was taken aback when five
members of the team-including Donna and Janet-threatened to quit if Diggy
weren't reinstated. Matt's father came up with the idea of making Diggy student
assistant coach, so everybody was satisfied. There are some basketball play se-
quences, a moderate message about sexism, and some humor in the story, and the
writing style is light and casual, but-unlike Levy's three recent Something Queer
. .. books-this seems overextended, perhaps because it has uneven pace.
Lloyd, Errol. Nini at Carnival; written and illus. by Errol Lloyd. T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 78-4776.
Trade ed. ISBN-0-690-03891-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-03892-5. 24p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
Although the text does not so specify, cataloging information states that the setting
M is Jamaica. All the children have Carnival Day costumes except Nini, who sobs until
K-2 her friend Betti says she will make Nini Queen of the Carnival. Nini grumbles about
Betti not being a fairy godmother but she joins the procession. Betti reappears,
masked, says she's a fairy godmother and hands Nini a costume, a piece of cloth she
winds around her body. "Soon everybody was dancing with Nini, and everybody
agreed that Nini was the Queen of the Carnival." All the way home, Nini tells Betti
about her "fairy godmother," and behind Betti's back, the reader can see the mask
and "magic wand" she used when she gave Nini the piece of cloth. The idea of a
friend's kind act is appealing, but the story seems otherwise contrived: why was Nini
chosen? who chose her as Queen? The carnival celebrants fill the pages with action
and color, but the story is slight.
McCunn, Ruthanne Lum. An Illustrated History of the Chinese in America. Design, 1979.
79-50114. Hardbound ISBN 0-932538-01-0; Paperback ISBN 0-932538-02-9. 133p.
Hardbound $11.95; Paperback $6.95.
Although the text has an occasional error (". . a narrow strip of land . .. called
Ad the Bering Straits . . .") and some of the illustrations are of poor photographic
5-7 quality or seem poorly chosen, the book does give a good overview of the course of
Chinese immigration, the adjustment to life in the United States, the discrimination in
legislation and treatment, the contributions that Chinese immigrants have made to
our society, and-in a rather hodge-podge final section-the achievement of success
and fame by some Chinese-Americans. The writing style is direct, if a bit choppy; an
inadequate reading list precedes the index. A ten-page teachers' guide is supplied
with the book.
MacLachlan, Patricia. The Sick Day; illus. by William Pene du Bois. Pantheon, 1979. 78-
11686. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-83876-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-93876-3. 27p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99 net.
The soft, clear colors and the elegant simplicity of the illustrations add humor to a
read-aloud story told with a polished ease that belies the fact that this is Mac-
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R Lachlan's first book for children. The dialogue between father and daughter as one,
K-2 then the other, is ill, has a natural spontaneity, and the same quality carries over into
exposition. Emily's mother is at work, so Father copes with a child who's not too ill
to be demanding. He tells a story on request, he adds a plastic toy to the soup when
fractious Emily says she won't eat soup that doesn't have something floating in it, he
turns cupboards out in a vain hunt for the thermometer. Next day, Father's the
invalid, and Emily brings him her toys and sings to him. Mother stays home and
restores order to the medicine cabinet. Just try to read this one aloud without a grin of
recognition.
Massie, Diane Redfield. Chameleon Was a Spy; written and illus. by Diane Redfield Massie.
T. Y. Crowell, 1979. 78-19510. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-03909-3; Library ed. ISBN
0-690-03910-7. 37p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
Since he was so good at concealing himself by changing colors, Chameleon was
Ad prepared to take on the job of being an industrial spy; his mission was to retrieve the
K-2 secret formula that the Perfect Pickle Company had stolen from the Pleasant Pickle
Company. Caught in the act, chased around the pickling plant, and carrying the
formula, Chameleon fell into a bottle and was trapped when it was capped. His bottle
was sold, the customer was horrified, and the thieving company was closed for selling
contaminated food. Rescued, Chameleon was feted by his employers, especially
when he was able to reconstruct the words (damaged by immersion) to complete the
formula. Light nonsense, palatably told and illustrated, the story moves at a brisk
pace and has an adequate writing style marred a bit by a slightly frenetic note and a
substantial dose of exaggeration in depicting the chameleon's ability to change
color-including the taking on of patterns in the background.
Michel, Anna. Little Wild Elephant; illus. by Peter and Virginia Parnall. Pantheon, 1979.
78-18407. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-83884-X; Library ed. ISBN 0-394-93884-4. 47p. (I
Am Reading Books.) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
Large, well-spaced print and short, simple sentences are used to describe most of
Ad the life-cycle of an elephant for beginning independent readers. The text has a static
1-2 quality; the illustrations have a grey softness achieved by the use of dots rather than
lines, and they are rather repetitive. Michel describes the learning stages of the small
male elephant, the patient care given by adult females, and some of the patterns of
group behavior.
Milton, Hilary H. Mayday! Mayday! Watts, 1979.78-24007. ISBN 0-531-02890-9. 152p. $6.90.
When the plane Lou Brasefield is flying crashes, his son Mark (fourteen) and
Ad Alison Parker (eleven) are the only members of their two families who are able to go
5-6 for help. Beset by a pack of wild dogs as they make their way down the mountain, the
two struggle bravely on; when Alison's ankle is injured, Mark goes on alone despite a
broken arm. Intermittent chapters describe the efforts of rescuers, one of whom is
Alison's grandfather. The setting is dramatic and the situation has innate suspense,
but the writing style is not polished enough to sustain the long (and to some extent
repetitive) passages in which the children are alone, coping with fear, isolation,
exposure, danger, and their own disabilities.
Mitchell, Cynthia. Playtime; illus. by Satomi Ichikawa. Collins/World, 1979. 78-13326. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-529-05514-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-529-05515-5. 29p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.91 net.
Ichikawa's softly-colored paintings, nicely integrated with the text, show a multi-
ethnic group of children bouncing about the pages in lively fashion. The slight text
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Ad (two words per page, very large print) simply describes the activities of children at
3-5 play: "... dancing, skipping, twirling, tripping, hopping, jumping, bouncing, bump-
yrs. ing ... loving, hating, watching, waiting," and-on the last page-"sharing, show-
ing, children growing." Lots of action (sometimes even the letters on the page hop
about) but there's no form or focus; the familiarity of the action should appeal to
young children, however, as may the closing hint that all of the activities and emo-
tions are part of growth in childhood.
Moche, Dinah L. The Star Wars Question and Answer Book About Space; illus. by David
Kawami. Random House, 1979. 78-19684. Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-84053-4; Library ed.
ISBN 0-394-94053-9. 61p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.99 net.
Good photographs and pedestrian drawings illustrate a book that, in a continuous
M text, asks and answers questions about outer space. The choice of material seems
5-6 random and is certainly in random arrangement; the use of "Star Wars" in the title
seems arbitrary; the material, while compiled by a physics professor and accurate in
answering most questions, is occasionally less than specific, as evidenced by the first
question and answer. Q: "Is there intelligent life in outer space?" A: "Probably!
Scientists don't know, but they have been searching for years for life in space. They
haven't been successful yet, but people continue to imagine what space creatures
might look like. Science-fiction writers have invented all kinds of space creatures-
Martians, little green men (L.G.M.), space people, and many, many others." There is
no table of contents or index.
Morgenroth, Barbara. Tramps Like Us. Atheneum, 1979. 78-13739. ISBN 0-689-30690-3. 145p.
$6.95.
In this first-person story, we learn immediately that Vanessa considers the board-
M ing school she's in a prison, that her father (forced, she believes, by her mother to
7-9 visit his daughter every few weeks) slapped her when she said that, that the psychol-
ogist she sees once a week is "as twisted as my father," and that she's only waiting
for him (Daryl) to show up, waiting to hear "that sweet tremolo of the exhaust from
his motorcycle." Vanessa's bored, restless, and a near-genius, although she doesn't
write like one, and meeting Daryl, as she tells it in retrospect, has opened new
horizons of companionship and supportive affection. The two run off, are picked up
by a policeman, and Vanessa is sent away to school. The story ends with Vanessa
ruminating about her adjustment, her future, and her conviction that some day she'll
find Daryl. Vanessa is depressingly self-centered, a monotone character who changes
very little; her story shows a fierce antagonism toward parents and toward most
adults, and a searching for identity and independence, characteristics of adolescence
shared in some degree by most young people, but this is-despite the attempt to
escape-less a story than a bitter protest, and it has neither focus nor direction nor
conclusion.
Moss, Elaine. Polar; illus. by Jeannie Baker. Deutsch/Dutton, 1979. 78-74459. ISBN 0-233-
96695-1. 30p. $5.95.
Bright collage pictures illustrate a story about a toy bear who longs for cold and
Ad snow; when he sees a "snow white counterpane" that covers his world (a piece of
2-4 white cloth anchored by a clock and a pitcher to the top of a highboy) Polar dresses in
yrs. his warmest clothes, makes a toboggan out of a box, and slides down the "hill."
Showing off, he tumbles and is rescued by his doll friends; he wakes to bandages,
traction, and--eventually--crutches and gifts. "Then," the story ends, "it is time to
go home." The writing style is direct and simple, and although the story is not substan-
tial, it has two great appeals for young children: it's about toys, and it has an element
of the daredevil escapade.
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Munves, James. The Treasure of Diogenes Sampuez. Four Winds, 1979. 78-21768. ISBN
0-590-07384-2. 186p. $7.95.
In a story set in contemporary Colombia, Diogenes decides he is going to leave
Ad home to find his older brother in the city. His father has died, and lazy, grasping
6-8 Uncle Mauricio has appeared and settled in, expecting the family to wait upon him
and insisting that the house belonged to him, and so did The Frog, the horse Diogenes
loved. Most of the story describes the adventure-fraught flight of Diogenes, his young
sister Consuelo, and his friend Pedro. When the children reach the city they learn
that their brother has moved; caught, they are taken home. Then Uncle Mauricio
takes Diogenes to Bogota to see a football match, but there's a riot at the game and
the two are separated, Diogenes being picked up by a tough street gang and escaping
by hitching a ride to Florencia, where he finds his married sister who sends him
home. Diogenes thinks he has gained nothing-until he realizes that he is no longer
afraid of his uncle. He takes a firm stand, announces that Mauricio is no longer to be
waited on and that he must do his share of work. "Diogenes had brought home a
treasure after all ... It was a treasure of the spirit." The author, who lived in
Colombia for two years, gives a convincing picture of the setting and the people, but
his structure of problem/solution is almost buried by a plethora of dramatic incidents
and escapes. The characters are adequately drawn, although not in depth, and the
writing is uneven in pace and quality.
Ness, Evaline. Marcella's Guardian Angel; written and illus. by Evaline Ness. Holiday
House, 1979. 78-10414. ISBN 0-8234-0343-2. 35p. $6.95.
Ness's three-color illustrations are deft, but her story is probably too purposive to
Ad appeal to children, although it's told with vitality and humor. Marcella's guardian
3-4 angel is a carping nuisance; she finally suggests that Marcella try a turnabout every
other day, remembering things like rude-polite, neat-messy, stingy-generous, etc. So
Marcella picks up gum wrappers, shares her toys, tells the truth, and asks her angel
her real name. "Marcella," says the angel.
Newman, Shirlee Petkin. Tell Me, Grandma Tell Me, Grandpa; illus. by Joan Drescher.
Houghton, 1979. 78-23711. ISBN 0-395-27815-5. 30p. $6.95.
A small child goes to her maternal grandmother and to her paternal grandfather to
Ad ask what Mommy and Daddy did when they were little; her grandparents, well aware
5-7 that she'll delight in hearing of mischief, tell about Mommy wearing her party clothes
yrs. to nursery school, tossing off her clothes to run into the ocean in summer, throwing
toys out of the playpen, and about Daddy putting his cereal bowl on his head, having
tantrums in the grocery store, and getting water all over the floor when he had his
bath in the kitchen sink. The Big Joke: Mommy and Daddy are shown as adults in all
the pictures. Not substantial, but a joke children will probably enjoy, especially
because the pictures have a fresh, bright, bouncy quality.
Noble, Iris. Contemporary Women Scientists of America; illus. with photographs. Messner,
1979. 78-21292. ISBN 0-671-32920-0. 158p. $6.97.
Noble begins with a chapter that reviews the careers of seven pioneers of the 20th
R century, describing their work and their problems in either getting an education or a
7-10 position (or both) and citing their evidences of recognition for achievements. In the
biographical sketches that follow, few names will be as familiar as that of Margaret
Mead; the areas of specialization are anthropology, crystallography, genetics, endo-
crinology, solid state physics, nuclear physics, marine biology, microbiology, and
meteorology. The tone is admiring but not adulatory, the writing is straightforward,
and the material emphasizes each subject's training and career without neglecting her
personal life. A substantial relative index is appended.
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Norton, Andre. Star Ka'ats and the Plant People; by Andre Norton and Dorothy Madlee;
illus. by Jean Jenkins. Walker, 1979. 78-67177. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8027-6342-1; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-8027-6343-X. 122p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.85 net.
A third science fantasy about the planet Zimmorrah, where two earth orphans, Jim
M and Elly Mae, help the star Ka'ats, especially their Ka'at friends Tiro and Mer. Once
4-6 there had been people on the planet, but their machines are old and decrepit, and the
four friends embark on a search for metal to replace the machinery. From a machine
they activate, they get a map; searching for a mine, they find a dome-covered island
from which comes a compelling cry of fear and pain. Under the bubble the children
find sentient plants that are studded with balls of metal, plants that are attacked by
vicious crab-like creatures. Reaching the control room, the children eventually dis-
cover that the crabs can be controlled by sound, they call the Ka'ats to help them,
and the story ends with the plant people safe, the crabs dispersed, and a source of
metal is located. Elly Mae, shown as a black child in the illustrations, talks un-
grammatically: "... you don't never have to be afraid ... maybe it ain't dead ...
We gotta go down an' help .. ." while white Jim speaks grammatically. The story
has action, danger, telepathic communication, fantastic beings, and other appurte-
nances of the standard bug-eyed-monster variety of science fiction, but it has a
patchwork plot.
Okimoto, Jean Davies. My Mother Is Not Married to My Father. Putnam, 1979. 78-26964.
ISBN 0-399-20664-7. 109p. $7.95.
Cynthia, at eleven, is much more disturbed than her six-year-old sister when Mom
Ad tells them that she and Daddy are getting a divorce. Cynthia, who tells the story, has
5-6 the usual reactions of disbelief, trepidation, and anger; she resents the woman from
Daddy's office who is going to be her stepmother and who's always around when she
and her sister are spending weekends with Daddy; she worries about what kind of
man her mother will marry when Mom starts dating. And she's bothered by feelings
of being disloyal to Daddy when she learns to love the man her mother finally
chooses. There's nothing unusual about the plot; it's a fairly routine story of adjust-
ment to divorce, but it has a believably positive approach, the writing style has
vitality and humor, and Cynthia is-realistically-not so absorbed or depressed by
the divorce that she loses interest in other facets of her life.
Parish, Peggy. Be Ready at Eight; illus. by Leonard Kessler. Macmillan. 1979. 78-11847.
ISBN 0-02-769830-0. 63p. (Ready-to-Read Books) $6.95.
Absent-minded Miss Molly wakes to find a string on her finger and can't remember
Ad what it's for; she finds the date in the morning paper, checks her calendar and sees
1-2 she's written a note that tells her to be ready at eight. Ready for what? She tries to
find out, talks to neighbors and realizes that everybody expects to see her. When
some soda is delivered she concludes that she must be giving a party, so she bakes a
cake, but she can't remember for whom she is giving the party. By this time--or
before-readers will have suspected that Miss Molly has forgotten her own birthday,
but will they, birthday-minded as they are, believe it? There's always pleasure in
being a step ahead of the characters in a story, but that pleasure may be lessened by
disbelief. Otherwise, the book is lightly humorous, appropriately simple, a bit over-
extended as Miss Molly meets neighbor after neighbor who thwarts her efforts to
learn what's going on; the illustrations have a scratchy, lively, almost-cartoon
simplicity.
Pinkwater, Daniel Manus. Pickle Creature; written and illus. by Daniel M. Pinkwater. Four
Winds, 1979. 78-11157. ISBN 0-590-0759-9. 29p. $7.95.
Heavy outlines and solid blocks of brash color are used in the simple, ingenuously
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M drawn pictures that accompany a slight fantasy. Sent to the store to buy three items,
K-2 one of which is a pickle, Conrad can only find jars of pickles. He does find a pickle
creature; green, knobbly, and amicable, it is about Conrad's size and it follows him
home, lured by raisins. Conrad and his grandmother, whom he's visiting, make the
creature comfortable. There's some humor in the fact that the clerk at the grocery
store and Conrad's grandmother both calmly accept the pickle creature ("How much
for the very large pickle?" the clerk asks the manager as she checks Conrad through)
but the story has a static tone and the ending is limp.
Platt, Kin. Dracula Go Home! illus. by Frank Mayo. Watts, 1979. 78-11335. ISBN 0-531-
01464-9. 87p. (Triumph Books). $6.90,
Larry, who tells the story, is spending the summer helping his aunt run a hotel.
Ad He's convinced there's something eerie about the tall, secretive man who rents a
5-7 room as A. R. Claud: Why does the man never use the hotel dining room? Why does
he prowl about in the dark? And why does nobody ever see Claud coming down the
stairs? Larry investigates old local papers and looks over the hotel register, discover-
ing that the same handwriting as Claud's has been used for other names-always the
same room. Is he really a vampire? No, but he is a criminal. There's some humor and
plenty of action, some suspense, and certainly an element of mystery in a not-very-
convincing story that will probably appeal to many readers because of the brisk pace
and the suggestion of looming danger. Since the vocabulary difficulty is low, this
should prove useful for slow older readers.
Powers, Bill. A Test of Love; illus. with photographs by Bill Aron. Watts, 1979. 78-12913.
ISBN 0-531-02888-7. 90p. (Triumph Books) $6.90.
Although the reading is in the primary grades range, the subject-unwanted preg-
M nancy- indicates an older audience, and this is designed as one of a series of books
7-9 for slow older readers. That it is not highly recommended is due not to the subject but
to the flat writing style and the note of contrivance in the solution of Patricia's
problem. Like other novels in this publisher's Triumph Books series, A Test of Love
is illustrated with posed and usually unconvincing photographs. Sixteen-year-old
Patricia and Tommy, in his first year of college, know they are in no position to
marry; Tommy's reaction upsets Patricia, although he's supportive enough to want to
go with her when she gets an abortion. Knowing her parents love and trust her,
Patricia is desolate but cannot bring herself to tell them. Everything is
conveniently-if painfully-solved when a bus runs over Patricia's leg and breaks it,
for she loses the baby. The story ends with a tearful bedside confession from Pat and
assurances of love and understanding from her parents.
Prager, Arthur. World War II Resistance Stories; by Arthur and Emily Prager; illus. by Steven
Assel. Watts, 1979. 78-23972. ISBN 0-531-02296-X. 90p. (Triumph Books) $6.90.
Five accounts of resistance heroism are about ordinary (if great courage and devo-
Ad tion to a cause are ordinary) people, not military figures: a Polish organizer in Au-
4-6 schwitz, a half-German native in the Solomons, a French cleric, etc. The material
itself is highly dramatic and not unduly fictionalized, but the book is weakened by the
dry, choppy writing style; the writing is direct and simple, however, so that the book
may be useful for older slow readers. Four books are included in the bibliography,
and a relative index in very small print is appended.
Riedman, Sarah Regal. Gardening Without Soil; illus. by Rod Slater. Watts, 1979. 78-13088.
ISBN 0-531-02256-0. 64p. $5.45.
Well-organized, direct and dry in style, comprehensive in coverage and explicit in
detail, this "how-to" book is excellent of its kind, discussing many aspects of hy-
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R droponic gardening. Riedman gives a brief history of plants grown without soil, and
5-7 weighs the advantages and disadvantages of plants grown in water or in aggregate.
Most of the text is devoted to specific instructions for setting up hydroponic systems,
open or closed (in re water supply) and includes information about containers, forms
of aggregate, placement of plants, supplying and testing nutrients, and about planting
and caring for plants. It also discusses plant diseases and damaging insects, and
concludes with a description of a commercial hydroponic greenhouse. A reading list,
an index, and lists of suppliers and consultants are appended.
Robinson, Marileta. Mr. Goat's Bad Good Idea; illus. by Arthur Getz. T. Y. Crowell, 1979.
77-26601. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-03862-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-03864-X. 39p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.89 net.
All the characters are animals in these three gently humorous tales, but they reflect
R the cultural traditions of their Navajo setting. Almost unfailingly, the animals are
K-2 helpful and courteous to each other; their clothing, food, and shelter are in the
Navajo rural tradition. Mr. Goat, in the first story, is putting a dirt roof on his hogan
and spends more time (running from neighbor to neighbor in chain-reaction) trying to
save time than he would have spent if he'd simply dug more dirt. In the second story,
Grandfather Sheep finds that his daughter has put his old hat on a scarecrow and
bought him a new one. He puts on his new hat, plaid shirt, and turquoise beads to go
to town, but keeps the old hat because ". . . two hats are better than one." Third
story: Grandfather Sheep figures out a way to get a snake to leave Jerry Prairie Dog's
coffeepot with no damage to pot or snake. The stories first appeared, in slightly
different form, in Highlights for Children.
Ruck-Pauquet, Gina. Oh, That Koala! illus. by Anna Mossakowska. McGraw-Hill, 1979.
78-10838. ISBN 0-07-054192-2. 25p. $7.95.
Page-filling but seldom cluttered paintings, distinctive for their texture and their
M sophisticated combination of a soft effect and precise details, appear in double-page
4-6 spreads. The illustrations are more effective than the text, which poses an interesting
yrs. animal community but which is over-extended in making a story out of a situation.
Roughly, a koala bear keeps his bear neighbors awake at night by walking and singing
in his sleep; deciding he misses tree-climbing and is homesick, he goes back to
Australia. First published in a collection of animal stories and then as a picture book
in Germany, the story has a flat writing style that may have suffered in translation,
but it is primarily in the structure that the story is weak, both in the problem (few
children are concerned about a broken night's rest) and in the slow, rather repetitious
development of the solution.
Rudley, Stephen. Psychic Detectives. Watts, 1979. 78-23939. ISBN 0-531-02928-X. 118p.
$6.90.
Although written by a layman, this gives a clear, brief description of various forms
Ad of extrasensory perception and an analysis of the relationship between psychics and
7-9 scientists. However, the major portion of the text is devoted to a series of anecdotes
about psychic detection, past and present, with comments by participants in the
cases involved. Some of the cases were under police supervision or were in-
vestigations recorded by scientists, while others have no documentation; Rudley
seems to give equal weight to all such incidents, verified or not. The writing style is
adequate, albeit a bit fragmented. A bibliography and an index are included.
Sachs, Marilyn. A Summer'sLease. Dutton, 1979. 78-12486. ISBN 0-525-40480-5. 124p. $7.95.
Gloria was determined to get to college despite her widowed mother's insistence
that she take a secretarial course and start earning money. She had the backing of her
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R beloved English teacher, Mrs. Home, and she was sure that Mrs. Horne would select
6-9 her as assistant editor of the high school literary magazine-and that would be her
passport to continuing education. Gloria, who tells the story, is arrogant, conceited
about her literary prowess, jealous of and harsh toward those she considers her
rivals. Indeed, her blatant egocentricity is the one overemphasized aspect of an
otherwise perceptive and sensitive story in which the protagonist changes in a believ-
able way that is consistent with her personality. Gloria changes during a summer in
which Mrs. Horne invites her and her rival, Jerry, to the Home summer home to help
take care of a group of younger children. Gloria resents Jerry's appointment (with
her) as co-assistant editor, she despises his kind and charitable manner, and she is
jealous because her adored Mrs. Home so clearly finds Jerry a nicer person, although
she's fond of both students. It is in the observation of Jerry's behavior and her own,
in the reactions of the children to botl of them, and the sobering realization (when the
youngest child, who adored Jerry, dies) that one cannot always go back and make
amends, that Gloria learns charity. The characterization is strong, the relationships
intricate but clearly depicted, and the writing style, especially in dialogue, smooth
and compelling.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. I Am Not a Pest; by Marjorie and Mitchell Sharmat; illus. by
Diane Dawson. Dutton, 1979. 78-11845. ISBN 0-525-32520-4. 28p. $6.95.
Alicia has drawn two pictures, one of herself and one of a waspish insect that looks
Ad like her; the two interpretations are used for visual identification in her pest/no pest
K-2 monologue. Her family and friends think she's a pest because she's noisy, asks silly
questions, takes apart a younger brother's toys, cuts a "sun-hole" in the roof of some
friends' improvised tent, et cetera. But Alicia feels she has either good reasons or
good intentions in each case. Then she decides that she is indeed a pest and that some
day she'll be famous; since this comes immediately after she's said, "If I were really
a pest, I'd stop being one," and concludes with "I am proud to be a pest," the story
is weakened by inconsistency. There is humor in the situation, the sort of disaster
humor small children enjoy, and it's echoed in the black and white illustrations,
strongly textured with fine lines and cross-hatching.
Siegel, Beatrice. Alicia Alonso; The Story of a Ballerina. Warne, 1979. 78-15410. ISBN
0-7232-6157-1. 182p. $8.95.
Several sections of photographs reflect highlights in the career of a major dancer of
R our time, accompanying a text that is detailed, carefully researched, mildly adula-
7- tory, and marred by the abundance of adjectives; Alonso's nurse is "drawn to the
lovely girl," and (a few pages later) her guests are housed "in the lovely home of
Alicia's sister . . ." Still, Alonso's career and her achievements should impress
readers as they have already impressed ballet lovers; the fact that she was a wife and
mother at sixteen, having come from Cuba to New York, the fact that she started the
first Cuban ballet company, the fact that she was unable to perform in the States for
fifteen years for political reasons, and the fact that repeated eye operations left her
dancing with almost no vision add dramatic interest. A glossary of dance terms, a
selected bibliography, and an index (all in even smaller print than the small print of
the text) are appended.
Smaridge, Norah. The Story of Cake. Abingdon, 1979. 78-24069. ISBN 0-687-39660-3. 96p.
illus. $5.95.
Smaridge describes the making of cakes in ancient times, basing her comments on
R written or pictured evidence, and goes on to discuss the improvements and variations
5-7 over the centuries as new ingredients and methods of preparation were discovered.
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Separate chapters are devoted to such subjects as feast day or birthday cakes, cakes
in the New World, and cake mixes. A section of recipes and an index are included,
and several cook books written for children are cited. The writing style is casual, the
material logically organized, and if the audience is limited to young cooks, it will
probably be read with interest by them.
Smith, Jim. The Frog Band and the Mystery of Lion Castle; written and illus. by Jim Smith.
Little, 1978. 78-61426. ISBN 0-316-80161-5. 31p. $7.95.
Although the oversize format, with its preponderance of pictures over text,
M suggests a read-aloud audience, the level of the vocabulary difficulty makes this seem
2-3 more appropriate for the independent reader. Like earlier books about the Frog
Band, this has plenty of action in the text and lively illustrations replete with color,
movement, and humor; it is, however, less cohesive than the earlier books. The frogs
push their lorry over the drawbridge of Lion Castle, where they are given food and
shelter, and where Brooker Lion, the elderly owner, proudly shows them his clut-
tered laboratory. Then the gas balloon of Alphonse le Flic is pierced by an aerial mast
on one of the castle turrets; then Brooker tells them about the castle ghost, then one
frog pokes about the dungeon and pulls a lever which empties the moat, which proves
fortunate because somebody else drops a comet into an old gun which shoots it into
the repaired balloon, bringing it down again and catapulting Alphonse and Brooker
into the moat, in which they don't drown because the water's out . . and then the
moat fills up again . . and then Alphonse finds a secret panel and saves himself and
his host ... Even read tongue-in-cheek, it's a bit much.
Smith, Lucia B. A Special Kind of Sister; illus. by Chuck Hall. Holt, 1979. 78-14096. ISBN
0-03-047121-4. 24p. $5.95.
As in most books that concern retarded children, the problems of adjustment
Ad within a family are seen from the viewpoint of a sibling. Here Sarah, who is seven,
2-3 discourses on the way having a young retarded brother affects her life and on how she
feels about Andy. She's jealous of the attention he gets, resentful when he makes her
embarrassed by his behavior in public, apprehensive about bringing friends home
after one new friend is frightened and leaves abruptly. The illustrations seldom show
Andy and never show his face; since most of the pencil drawings show Sarah they
tend to be repetitive. The writing is simple but at times moves abruptly from one
topic to another: "I told my Mom that I was glad I wasn't Andy. She said, "I'm glad
that you're you, too. The fair was awful. Andy didn't have any fun," this being the
first mention of going to a fair. Still, the book speaks honestly of the feelings of
resentment and guilt that Sarah harbors, and may help other children understand the
stress of such situations.
Sobol, Harriet Langsam. My Other-Mother, My Other-Father; illus. with photographs by
Patricia Agre. Macmillan, 1979. 78-24165. ISBN 0-02-785960-6. 34p. $7.95.
Andrea describes her problems in adjusting to having two sets of parents. This is
Ad not about adjustment to divorce, that is in the past, but to Andrea's concern (and to a
4-6 lesser extent, the differing reactions of her younger brother) about feelings of guilt
about caring for her stepfather as well as her natural father, feelings of embarrass-
ment about explaining her situation to peers, feelings of discomfort when there is an
encounter between her mother and father. The pictures of this photo-essay are not
unduly posed, but they are somewhat static and repetitive. The first-person writing is
believably that of a young girl, but it does meander occasionally; on the whole,
however, it is candid in exploring a child's mixed emotions and attitudes.
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Steinberg, Fannie. Birthday in Kishinev; illus. by Luba Hanuschak. Jewish Publication Soci-
ety, 1979. 78-56546. ISBN 0-8276-0111-5. 80p. $5.95.
Based on an event in Russian history, this is the story of a pogrom that took place
Ad in Kishinev in 1903, a massacre of the Kishinev Jews that was supported by the
4-6 government, ended in part due to protests from all over the world, and was partici-
pated in by the author, whose family fled from Kishinev. In the story, Sarah has a
happy, busy day celebrating her twelfth birthday and learning that a future match is
being arranged between her and a cousin in Kiev. Dreaming of her future husband,
Sarah is alone at night and the only member of the family to hear the Cossack shouts
of "Kill the Jews!" Her alertness enables the family to escape by the back door; they
are rescued from the cemetery where they lie hidden by the peasant woman who
works for them, and are given shelter. The story ends with Papa finally convinced
that they must steal across the border to Rumania and get to the United States, and
the final scene has Sarah again "the happiest girl in Kishinev, full of joy, hope, and
confidence." The material is dramatic, the story gives an interesting picture of the
turn-of-the-century Jewish community and a vivid sense of the desperation of the
persecuted Jews; the writing style is adequate but heavily saturated with cliches,
especially in the final pages. The illustrations, pencil drawings of awkwardly out-of-
proportion people, add nothing.
Sullivan, George. Modern Olympic Superstars; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1979. 78-23184.
ISBN 0-396-07651-3. lllp. $5.95.
Sullivan describes the sports careers of six gold medal winners of the 1976 Olym-
Ad pics: Kornelia Ender, Bruce Jenner, Nelli Kim, Alberto Juantorena, Sheila Young,
4-6 and Lasse Viren. Each section has three or four photographs included and gives
some personal information but concentrates on training, prowess in earlier competi-
tion, and a detailed account of the event-or events-that led to winning a gold
medal. The writing style is direct and the print large; given the broad interest in
sports, the book should be useful for slow older readers. The preface indicates that
Sullivan's text will answer such questions as "What qualities made them win? Was it
desire, the will to win? Was it hard work? Was it courage? or was it simply luck?" In
fact, industry and perseverance are ascribed to all six subjects, so that the tone of
each section follows a pattern; fortunately, there is enough difference in the variety
of fields described to compensate for such repetition. An index is included.
Teleki, Geza. Aerial Apes: Gibbons of Asia; by Geza Teleki, Lori Baldwin, & Meredith
Rucks; illus. with photographs by Geza Teleki and Lori Baldwin. Coward, 1979.
78-10721. ISBN 0-698-20477-8. 28p. $7.50.
An uninformative text is illustrated with photographs that include some good ac-
M tion pictures but that are just as often obscure in details; the writing is simple and
2-4 almost lyric: "A dark shadow springs from a tree like a black arrow shot from a bow.
The gibbon lands, then hangs effortlessly, swaying in a gentle breeze." Among the
few facts provided in the text are description of the fine, dense hair of the gibbon, its
agility in soaring from tree to tree, and its diet. There are other facts (classification,
group behavior, habitat) in the authors' prefatory notes, but these are addressed,
apparently, to adults and are written in more sophisticated language and printed in
smaller type than the text.
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